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Communities and Environment

Give and take
Relation between communities and environment

Communities → Protection → Environment → Base for survival
SURVIVE & SERVE

1. Sustainability of Natural Resources
2. Freedom with Responsibility (Self-Improvement)
3. Integrated Community
4. Cleanliness is next to Godliness
5. Know your religion & be aware about others religion too.

In gist, know your purpose in life and your place in the universe.

PROBLEMS

- Lack of unity and communication among people in the community
- People are not well-informed about the teaching in their scriptures.
- Over exploitation of nature, we are always taking from our surrounding & not working around to give it back.
- Modernisation, Industrialisation

SOLUTIONS

- Work the talk
- Regular pollution tests
- Use of public transport
- Student mobilization

COMMUNITY

Education to people around us.
Planting trees on occasions like birthdays.
Not wasting foods.
Spread awareness
Public transport

Examples

- Use of leaves in rural areas for feeding services
- Not cutting trees.
- Zakath (Charity)
THE WORLD IS SHADE OF
A TREE
— Prophet Muhammad

Then God said,
"Let the land produce vegetation, seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds."
— Holy Bible, Genesis.

God gave green garden.
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